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conception of the Author of so vast a work, of the
Ruler of so wide and rich an empire, of the Provider
for so many and varied wants, the Director and Ad

juster of such complex and jarring interests.
But when we take a more exact view of this spec

tacle, and aid our vision by the discoveries which
have been made of the structure and extent of the
universe, the impression is incalculably increased.

The number and variety of animals, the exquisite
skill displayed in their structure, the comprehensive
and profound relations by which they are connected,

far exceed any thing which we could in any degree
have imagined. But the view of the universe ex

pands also on another side. The earth, the globular

body thus covered with life, is not the only globe in

the universe. There are, circling about our own sun,

six others, so far as we can judge, perfectly analogous
in their nature.: besides our moon and other bodies

analogous to it. No one can resist the temptation to

conjecture, that these globes, some of them much

larger than our own, are not dead and barren;-that

they are, like ours, occupied with organization, life,

intelligence. To conjecture is all that we can do,

yet even by the perception of such a possibility, our

view of the kingdom of nature is enlarged and ele

vated. The outermost of the planetary 'globes of

which we have spoken is so far from the sun, that

the central luminary must appear to the inhabitants

of that planet, if any there are, no larger than Ve

nus does to us; and the length of their year will be

eighty-two of ours.

But astronomy carries us still onwards. It teaches

us that,' with the exception of the planets already
mentioned, the stars which we see have no imme

diate relation to our system. The obvious supposi
tion is that they are of the nature and order of our

sun: the minuteness of their apparent magnitude

agrees, on this supposition, with the enormous and

almost inconceivable distance whiôh, from all the

measurements of astronomers, we are led to attribute
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